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October 15th Moratorium Day
Protests Against Vie tnam War
By DAVID DZUREC
ManacbJl" EdItor

On Wednesday. October 15, faculty, administration, and students of Fairfield
Uni.versity will observe the Vietnam Moratorium. This effort. organized on national,
regIonal, ~nd local levels throughout the country, is an attempt to bring the Vietnam war Issue to.alllevels of American society; from the college campus to the
suburban housewives; from the blue collar workers to the professional people' from
the business men to the minority groups.
•
The purpose of the Vietnam

~o~:::::~otD~7:":.;b~
encouraging a broad cross
$CO-

,bOWD at the poUs tut OCtober 2. CoDlltltuUon pMSed
480 in lavor to 21 aplMt.
Studen~

Student Vote Ratifies
Constitution Overhaul
The new Student Government
Constitution was accepted by the
students in a referendum on
October 2. The vote was 480 in
favor of the new constitution to
21 against it, of 96% for the
new constitution to 4% voted
against it.
Poor Turnout
A disappointing 27% of all
students cast ballots. By classes,
the 27% breaks down as follows

-

class of '70: 14%: class of
23%: class of '72: 45%:
and the class of '73: 28%.
Elections Olairman Dennis
Gallagher attributes the poor
turnout to a lack of communications between the Student
Government and the students.
According to :Mr. Gallagher, the
entire Communications Department Is working on the October
15 Vietnam Moratorium.

'n:

Weekend Committee
Outlines Homecoming
By PA'lJUCK DORSEY
This year Homecoming Weekend, the traditional highpint of
the fall social season at Fairfleld University, will span the
weekend from Friday, October
31, until Sunday, November 2.
Events Scheduled
Mr. Cosmo Fillbcrto '70, and
Mr. Edward Smith '70, co-ehalrmen for t~is gala event, recently reported that the plans and
schedule of events for the weekend are almost complete. The
co-chalrmen are convinced that
Homecoming '70 promises to be
the "best Homecoming ever."
To start the weekend off with
a bang there will be a fonnal at
Frederick's. Site of many fonnals In prior years, Frederick's
hall always provided a pleasant
atmosphere and congenial setting that has aided In making
the success of past social weekends at Fairfield.
Dinner will be In the form of
a hot and cold buffet, alcoholic
refreshments will be on a "bring
your own" basis, and the musical entertainment for the evening will be furnished by "Zero
Plus Six." The scheduled time
for the formal at Frederick's
is from 8:00 till 1:00 Friday
evening.
saturday's activities get un-

derway with a football game
at 2:00 p.m. The Fa1r:fI.eld
Stags take to the gridiron to
clash with
the Providence
Friars. A float parade, with a
hundred dollar prize for the
best noat, Is planned for the
half-time festivities during the
football game. Also on tap for
the sports (ans that Saturday
will be a Rugby Club match.
saturday night a concert featuring a group to be announced
will be featured in concert in
the gymnasium. A continental
breakfast In the Oak Room is
on the program for Sunday
morning, and in the afternoon
some kind of entertainment Is
plannP.d.
Umited on-campus housing
will be available for the girls
and about two weeks before
Homecoming people will be
taking orders for tuxedos and
flowers In the Campus Center.
As a sort of prelude to the
Homecoming the seniors will
provide buses to donn parties
at Marymount and New Rochelle on Thursday night, Oct.
",.

Informstlon concerning the
prices of Ind.ividual events and
of the total package deal wlU
be forth coming in the near future.

tlon of Americans to voice their
objections to the war and actively particIpate In explaining
their convictions to others. Not
only will the moral lssues of
the war be discussed but also
the economic and social implications.
Brood .....
In this ana, groups from .Ix
colleges have formed the Southern Connecticut Vietnam Moratorium Committee. They are
Sacred Heart University, University of Bridgeport, Housatonic Community College, Norwalk Community College, New
Haven College, and Fairfteld
Unlverslty. These institutions
have coordinated many activities together and have shared
moratorium Uterature and materials.
On Campus
For th~ past week, members
of the Moratorium Committee
here, headed by Patrick K.
Long, '71, James Donahue, '72,
and Thomas Soboeinskl, '73,
have been distributing buttons
and posters in the Campus center lobby urging all who feel
morally obligated to work
against the war to do so.
A petition calling for an end
to the war has also been available for anyone to sign. This
petition, already bearing the sig~
natures of the Very Rev. William C. McInnes, S.J., and over
800 other Fairfl.eld University
community members, will be
forwarded to Senator Abraham
Riblcotr.
Activities on the Fairfl.eld
campus will begin on 'I\J.esday
afternoon, October 14 with students reading lists of Vietnam
war dead, in order to bring as
much attention to the moratorium as possible.
At 12 midnight Wednesday
morning, a mass rally wlll be
held at the University of Bridgeport campus. Various speakers
from Sacred Heart, U.B., and
Falrfteld will speak on the war.
Alternating with the speakers,
local talent from the three uni·
versities will perform. Expected
from Fairfield are Thorn Perrot.
tI and Jim Honeycutt, among
others. This kickoff rally will
serve to unify the daY's p~
ceedlngs at the individual
(ConUnued on Pace 6)

Rep. Weicker Speaks Here Tuesday

Rep. Lowell P. Welcker, COngreum.aa from Ule Itb CODrrea·
slenal District of ConnCtltlcut, wW lpeak at Falrfield on Tuea-

da". October )4.

Dates Scheduled For
Legislature Election
By BILL DILLON

Tuesday, October 14, has been
set as the election day for the
Residence Hall CouncUs and the
Student Legislature, it was announced. by Elections Chairman,
Dennis Gallagher. The voting
hours will be from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. near the Campus Center
mail room.

October 14 will be the first
election conducted under the
new Student Government ~
stitution. OrM:ampus students
will represent their dormitories
In the Student Leg1slature and
serve on the Residence Hall
Council of their dormitory. OITcampus voters will comprise a
second group of legislators.
Each class of day-hops students
will vote for other day-hop students in their class. This comprises the third group of legislators.
The Apportionment
Each group may elect one
student legislator for every 35
constituents. On-campus apportionment is as follows - New
Dorm: 8: Regis: 8: Campion: 6:
Gonzaga: 5; and Loyola: 5.

OIT-campus boarders will elect
9 representatives at-large. Day·
hop apportionment Is as follows
- class of '70: 2: class of '71:
2; class of '72: 4; and the class
of '73: 4.
Students who wish to have
their name on the ballot must
have the signatures of 15 constituents on a petition which
may be obtained from the Student Government Bulletin Board.
The deadline is :Midnlght. S~
day, October 12. Petitions are
to be submitted to the Student
Government Office.
COLLEGE BOWL
Father-Son Weekend 1969
will sponsor an lnter-class
competition of the College
Bowl tonight at 8:00 p.m.
in Gonzaga Auditorium. This
match will determine the contestants for the game against
the fathers dUring the weekend. So drop over to Gonzaga
tonight for about an hour of
fast and exciting ente~
ment!

THE

Paqe Two

Campus News
GjRt~

TEST DATES

Educational Testing service
announced loday thai under~raduatcs and others preparing
to go to graduate school may
lake the Graduate Record Examinations on any of six different tesl dates during the current academic year.
The first testing dale for the
GRE is October 25, 1969. Scores
from this administration will be
reported to the graduate schools
before Decemher 1. Students
planning to register for the
October test date are advised
that applications received by
ETS after O:tober 7 will incur
a $3.00 late registration fee.
After October 10, there Is no
guarantee that applications for
the October test date can be
processed.
The other five test dates are
December 13, 1969: January 17,
February 28, April 25 and July
11, 1970. Equivalent late fee
and registration deadlines apply
to these dates. ChoicE' of test
dates should be determined by
the requirements of graduate
schools or fellowships to which
one Is applying. Scores are
usually reported to graduate
schools five weeks after a test
date.

with ETS. This booklet may be
available on your campus or
may be ordered from: Educational Testing Service. Box 955,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540;
Educational Tes:ing service,
Box 1502, Berkeley, California
94701; Educational Testing service, 960 Grove Street, EvanSlon. nJinois 60201.

• • •
WUDGEPORT COl\ll'tnJNITY
CONCERTS

Dates for the four concerts
which will comprise the 1969
70 season or the Community
Concert Association have now
been conftnned. They are:
Monday, October 21, 1969,
David Bar-OlIan, pianist.
Tuesday, December 2, 1969,
New York Pro Muska.
Saturday, March 7, 1970,
Chung Trio.
Saturday, April 18, 1970,
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. with Lorin Hollander as
piano soloist.
All concerts will be held at
8:30 p.m., at the Klein Memorial Auditorium, 910 Fairfield Avenue, in BrIdgeport.
• • •

STAG

Activity Card Enforcement
To Begin This Weekend
Distribution or the Fairfield
Student Government Activities
Fees Cards is now underway to
the several hundred students
who have paid their Activities
Fees. It is estimated that there
is close to a 70% payment of
the Activities Fees.
Acthity Cam jRequlremeM
The enforcement of the Activity
Card goe,s into effect this weekend as announced by the Stu·
dent Government Office. The
Activity C8!'d will be a requirement of a Fairfield student for
the following: movies, buses,
membership into clubs and organizations, admission into all
social events sponsored by the

By rot: HURLEY

Five Year Program Experiences
Poor Organization and Motivation
Last .laauary • plaD desl,rned
give .tudent. with poor cultunJ and educaUoDal b. e k -

w

Cro1lDds • t'hanoe .t • collere
ectucaUoa w.. loUiAted .t Fw_
field.

This plan, known as the "Five
Year Program," consists or two

I

years of remedial courses, and
three yeaI"il of studies In the
undergraduate level. Upon successful completion lJf this pr0gram the participant is the recipient of the nonnal Bachelors
degree.
InItial Stage
In the Initial stage of the
program students concentrate
their efforts in the areas of

WORK
FOR
PEACE
VIETNAM
MORATORIUM

DAY
OCTOBER 15

Student Government. speakers
and cultural events, and possibly
all mixers. The money taken
in by the Student Government
allows for a more flexible budI!et whkh will help to finance
;he different clubs and organizations of Fairfield University.
Internul Re\'enue Department
Student Government President
Albert Mariani has appointed
Jack Couture, '73, chairman to
lead and organize the Internal
revenue department, a sub-department of the Student Government financial Committee
which will be in charge of the
collection and distribution of
Activities Fees Cards. Mr.

Couture urges all Freshmen inter~ted
in participating as
members of this committee to
contact him by any of the following: P.O. Box 924, Gonzaga
314, Tel 255-3226. "This Is an
ideal opportunity for Freshmen
to get involved in the functions
of the Student Government and
Fairfield University," the chair.
man noted.
The Student Government is
presently constructing an Activities Calendar for the year.
This Is expected to be complet_
ed in a few weeks. This calendar will have the events planned
for the entire year, not mere17
for one month or semester.

Student Support Solicited In
Renovation Of Forensic Club

Debating at Fairfield has
been almost nonexistcnt for the
last three years. Last year the
Forensic Society competed In
HOJ\.lECOMING
only one match. The main dlf·
ficulty is a tremendous lack of
100.00 Prize - Given to 1st student support. The team conPlace ]11oat.
sisled of :four men last year. If
The Homecoming Committee, one member could not attend
wishes to aIUJ:>Wlce that on a match, the whole team could
The Graduate Record Examl· Saturday, Nov. 1, prior to the not compete. However. an at.
nations include an Aptitude Football game between the tempt is being made to improve
Test of general scholastic abUi- Stags and Providence College,
this situation.
ty and Advanced Tests measur- there will be a Float Parade.
Support Solicited
Two seniors, Jim Daily and
Ing achievement in 21 major Organizations, groups, and indifields of study. Full details and
viduals, wishing to sponsor a
Ken Rajotte have solicted back.
registratIon forms for the GRE
float may contact Peter Arroyo,
Ing and received it. Several
are contained in the 1969-70 Box 23 before Oct. 20. There
faculty me~bers have offered
Bulletin or Information for Can· will be a first prize awarded of their services as either coaches
d:Idatell.. The Bulletin also conSI00.00 tp the most original and or advisors. The administration
tains forms and instruction for
be s t constructed float. All has offered solid financial suprequesting transcripts service groups are urged to act prompt- port to the Forensic Society.
_O_n_G_R_E_._",_""
__a_l,,,_a_d:y_on_fi_l_'_~Jy:.:..--.:NOW it is time for the student

By JAMES HURLEY

October 8, 1969

EngliSh, Mathematics, History,
Philosophy. and Remedial Reading. Some of the students who
entered the program in January
have already advanced themselves into a regular program.
LIke aJ.1 new de\'elopment8 In
tthe field of education th.15 plan
hll.8 been hindered with Its I!lbare
of problems. Poor orK"anlzat1on,
and a hu:k 01 motivation on
the part of the students u..t 8lI
the m'o primary problem are&II.
In an attempt to solve the
former 1tIr. C&nnen Donnanunma of the History Department
has been appointed as program
head. Mr. Lou i s Cambell, a
member of the Class of '69, has
also been appointed to a position of counselor for the students in this program.
11 is hoped that with better
screening .of teachers and a new
revised sc:hedule for the proto'atn, the students In this program should find it easier to
adjust to, and enter into the
mainslream of college life.
By next September it is hope;1
sufficien~ progress should be
made in regard to the Five Year
Program to insure its continued
existence lIS an integral part
of educatIon at Fairfield University.

body to show its support.
Meeting Today
There wiD be a meeting of
all interested students today,
Wednesday, October 8, In Xavier 105 at 3:45. Every student
who Is willing to debate and
to do the necessary preparation will be on the team. If
there are enough members for
two or more teams, they will
also be sent to matches.
Invitations to debating tournaments have been received fT'Om
the University of Vermont, the
University of Bridgeport,
Queens College, and 10na Col-

lege. Schools from all over the
East attend these competiti~ns.
Next year, with good student
particil>ation, the team could
be sent to meets at the University of Chicago or the University of Colorado. All expenses for
these trips are paid by the administration. But It must be
proven that the Forensic Society has people who will work
behind It.
Ken Rajotte and Jim Dally
expect a good turnout for the
meeting. The future of the Forensic Society is now the respo:lsibility of the student body.

-----'------

"U. S. News and World Report" Poll
ED. NOTE: The following is a reprint of a poll printed in
the June 2, 1969 edition of "U.s. News and World Report."
WHO SHOULD RUN TIlE COLLEGES!
1.

Students should have a greater role in running the school
AU
General
Studenti' Demoutraton
Pabllc

Yes
81
92
25
No
17
~
70
No-op
2
2
5
2. Student should have a greater say in the area of academic
courses, and the need for examinations.
AU
General
Studenti'
Po.lIe
Yes
.
75
33
No
.
55
23
No-op
.
2
12
3.

Students who break laws In demonstrations should be ex-

pelled

AU
Students

Yes
No
No-op

, ..•......
.
.

DemOMtraton

54
40

31
62

6

7

General
Public
82

11
7

What is the Biggest Gripe of students!
(This quesUon "'as asked only 01 students)
1. Not enough say In college. ..
.. .. 42%
2. Inadequacies in Society
22%
3. Adult and Governmental Authority
,. 16%
4. Vietnam War
11%
5. Want voices heard
, .. , .. ,.....
7%
6. Civil Rights
,.,..............
6%
7. Have no gripe
. . .. . . .
.
8%
8. Other responses
5%
N. B. - Total adds to mON! than 100% due to multiple responses.

IS PREl1A.RITAL SEX WRONG!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All students
.
Men
.
\Vomen
.
Public College {am
.
Private College (alii
.
Denominational Colleie (all) ..

Y..

No

N ....

29%
24%

..%

5%

72%

4%

37%

55%

.%

29%

..%

5%

20%

74%

56%

..%

'%
.%

•
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Philosophy Letter

5T"6

"The- Black Side of America"
Schedules Student Performance

(ED. NOTE: Edlto,ial comment OD this leUer appea-:-s on Pace O)
"Our theme is one of great social im portance - but our aim in doing this proAn Open Letter from the Philosophy Department to Members
duction has been to come up with an evening of solid, hard-hitting theater."
of the Faculty and the Tri-parlite Council of Fairf.eld University:
This is how Jules Haberman describes the reasoning behind the Westport-WesThe philosophy curriculum is naturally of concern to the
ton Community Theatre's decision to present an original production,. "The Black
Philosophy Department. During the last three years the Department has been intensively examining th;s curriculum and in con- Side of America" at Fairfield University, Friday and Saturday evemngs, Oct. 10
and 11. In addi'tion, a special student performance will be held .Thursday with
sequence has effected a number of important changes in it. Tbe
tickets priced at $1.00. Haberman will direct the multi-media s~ow, which will use
content of mest of the courses within the Department has a!ready
motion picture segments, slides, tape reco rdings and live dramatic sequences to tell
been sharply modified in order to provide aU students, majors and
non-majors alike, with r,lgorous, stimulating work in one of the 'its story.
"We're trying to speak to our
central disciplines of the llberal arts. And while requirements for
audience In a dramatic way,"
our major students have been Increased, the number of courses
required of the general student body has - on the express recom- said Haberman." using black
mendation of the Department _ been reduced. The quality of the history, past and present. But
work in the courses we offer and, as well, tbe amount of It requlred it's not preachy and It's not
documentary. U's drama."
have been matters of continuous concern to the Department.
flange of VlewpolDts
A new philosophy curriculum for major and non-major stuThe script for the unusual prodents has been in effect for a year; It has been taught by a predominantly new faculty. During this single year the courses within duction has been prepared unit have been under continuous review; and It is the plan of the der the direction of Ed Donlon.
Department to keep them under review and to change them as we 'The words are those of black
novelists, playwrights, essaymay find it fitting. One quarter of the Department is new this fall
Ists,
poets, and range from
term, and further evaluation and modification of the work we otIer
mould be made ooly in the light ol the further experience and moderate to militant viewpoints.
Writers represented include Eldsua:gestions of the entire Deparbnent.
ridge Oeaver, I.e Rol Jones,
Two things we can affirm now, however, without need of
further specifl.c experience. At the present we are able to caer WhItney Young, Martin Luther
a number of electives to the entire undergraduate body. We can KIng, Malcolm X, and Booker
affrm, first, that only on the basis of a substantial eore requirement T. Washington.
lWei HabennaD. director, and bls aulltaat Leonard Buner
can we maintain a faculty adequate to offer such diversified elecAssislin£ Haberman In dIrectdiscus, their procJueUon or "The 'Black 81de of America"
tives as Social and Political Philosophy, the Philcsophy of Science, Ing the show are Leonard But8CheduJed lor a specJal student perfonnanoe tomorrow.
the Philosophy of Religion, Plato, Aristotle, Nineteenth Century ler,
a Fairfield University
Philosophy, and Phenomenology. This dlversiflcatlon Is of drama student, and Lelia Lenagreat Importance to the entire undergraduate body. It gh, a veteran member ot the cneed young actress; and Mar- aspires to the professional theJs a "function of a traditionally liberal arts Institution to sustain theater group. Harriet and guerite Fulled, who, when not ater; Shelly Metts, active In
an able Philosophy Department of quite varied interests. The di- Hank segal of Norwalk are proncting, is elementary assistant school dramatics; and Myles
versitlcation is of crucial importance to that growing number of ducing the production, and
MacVane, who hal had unidepartment
head of language
students at Fairfield who elect to major in philosophy and who Joseph Brickley of Westport Is
versity
theater experience and
then go on to do graduate work In philosophy, in law, and In other audio-visual director. The pres- arts in Norwalk, and an instruc- was with New York's Henry
tor at the University of Bridgedisciplines. Our program tor philosophy majors would be eJfectlcely
entation Is being l»Sponsored
Street Players. Other cast memdestroyed If the appropriate variety of philosophy courses were by the Leagues of Women Vot- port.
bers are Bob Metts, Annie Arnot to be maintained. We can affirm, second, that only on the basis ers of Fairfield. Westport and
Also, Joe Durante and Gwen- den, Richard Lawlor, and Bevat our being able to offer a considerable variety of electives can Weston.
dolyn Butler, of Norwalk; Lou- erly Haviland.
we maintain the excellence of faculty needed to provide genuinely
Members of the cut include Ise HavUand, a fanner dance
Special technical assistance
sound eon! courses in philosophy.
Unda Denholtz, a leading lady instructor; Melitta Schachte.
Students upon entering a university have no background in in many Fairfield County thea- who has experience In theater has been performed by Mary
Haberman, Bill Buckley, Tracy
philosophy and can have little Idea of what work In It will amount ter productions; SCott Miner- in Boston: catherine samose, a
Sugarman, Bob Van Duyn, Ed
It necessarily takes a while for them to become acquainted brook, a Norwalk Ingh S~hool UConn drama major; Bob
with It in the way in which their high schools have already helped student: Leroy Ellis, director of Hoodes. who has played roles Donlon. Joan Constantlkes, Joe
them to become acquainted with mathematics, English, foreign the United People's Association in many local production; Ru- Brickley, and Van Burgess.
languages, and the natural sciences. ·For this reuon aDd tor the in Narwolk; Jim Young, a popu- dolph Graham, who has acted
TIcket reservations may be
rea80ns expressed above, the Phlloeophy Department recommends lar area spiritual singer; Le- with the Staples Players and made by calling Sue Bernhard
to the reneral fa.culty that tweh'e hOUri of phDoeophy be requl.red onore French, Staples High Norwalk High group: Howard at 226-4908, or Eileen Wilson, at
of eacb underfl'adU&te _tudent at FalrlIeld.
School senior" and an experlArden, an eleven-year-old who m-6249.

to:

International Panel Debates Future of Film Industry
By BEN CAPELLE
The Brst presentation of the
Bellarmlne Lecture Series this
year, held last Wednesday,
October 1st, was an enjoyable
success. The topic, "Tadays
Films", was handled by a distinguished panel, composed of
talented representatives of the
movie Industry. The expectations were great and the overBow audience of serious buffs
and occasional theatre-goers
was not disappointed.
Judith crist, the movie critic
famed for her work with "T.V.
Guide" magazine, The New
York nmes, and the Today
Show, highlighted the evening
with her sharp Insights and
wit. Joining Miss Crist were
the personable husband and
wife team of Frank and Eleanor Perry ("David and Lisa".
"The Swimmer", "Last Summer"), the acclaimed Czechoslovakian director Milos Forman, producer James Beve
ridge, and an unannounced arrival, Jean Claude Carriere, a.
French playwright, one of whose
works will open on Broadway
in March.
After introductions by Mr.
Leo O'Conner ot Fairfield, who
mentioned that if such a db-

cussIon were held thirty years
ago the reaction would have
been a "big yawn", Mr. Beveridge started the evening by
posing one of the most controversial topics of contemporary movies, that Is, the place
of sex In the 51m industry.
Sex fa FUm JndlJlJtry

Miss CrIst tackled this question with several down-to-earth
observations. She said that sex
is like alcohol and overemphasis
of It could lead to a warped addiction. She refuses to believe,
as some movies would have you
think, that the American pe0ple are so naive that they are
afraid to undress In front of a

mirror.
Mr. Frank Perry then discussed the movie-making styles
10 use at the present. "Hollywood is becoming a ghost town.
Because of overreacting and
giving some people too much
money. a regression to the Star
System may develop. American
films are down, but it Is an exciting time tor films because of
the thriving of independent
ftlm-making. "
Milos Forman added that Independent fUms are popular 10
Europe because they can be
made so much cheaper there

than In America. Jean Claude
Carriere agreed that this sUuaUon Is certainly true In France.
He pointed out that America Is
one of the few nations where
the state does not subsld1ze
fUms.

PoUtlca.1 JmpUcatloJlS Oted
JlXl.Ith Crist answered that to
impose the state would carry
unwanted political overtones.
She said that Americans enjoy
foreign.films for their "reality."
In explanation she added, "We
tend to equate any unknown
with reality and carry this Idea
to an extreme. With American
stars this Isn't possible. We see
a picture and say, "Wasn't
Gregory Peck wonderful acting

poor: "
Mr. Beveridge noted that Blm
trends will undergo strong
changes In the future because
there are hundreds at new talents coming out each year and
there Is no place for them in
present movie systems.
Director or FlIIDI
said Eleanor Perry, "Films
will go where the creators lead
them." Her own Olms have
broken new grounds and she
was asked what she looks for
first in her screenpla)'ll. "I attempt to develop the relation-

ships between the characters,"
she answered. "For David and
Usa I first read a forty page
report on the relationships betwee:l two people and the psy_
chiatrist "MIdnIght Cowboy's
success was based mainly on
the relationships of the two
leading men."
Mr. Forman said, ''The European reaction to Midnight Cow.
boy was half-and-halt. I thought
Dustin Hoffman showed how
beautiful It Is to be a cowboy.
I felt it wasn't real but was
acted. But that's what It's reaJly
like on 42nd street," Miss Perry
interjected.
"Medium Cool"
Miss Crist then explored an
illness which has seriously affected our audio-visual society.
She called It "medium cool:'
"We behave as though we are
on candid camera," she saM,
"and have come to accept stock
plots. A not too nice guy meets
a nice girl and in five minutes
he becomes a nice guy. WhIle
wc look at this, we are really
thinking, 'Wow, that's slgnificant. Now let's get back to the
fornicating.' Poor scripts are
satisfying us and we are being
overwhelmed by nothlna:."
?ofiss Crist then returned to

the sub~t of sex. She said that
a lady wrote her exclaiming
how terrible It Is that pornography is being forced on us. Yet,
we choose to see dirty movies
or read dirty books. "In general." she stated, "the sex revival Is great. It has put films
more in touch with reality. We
now accept the facts of lifc and
It has made the lonely feel less
lonely.
Miss Crist also voiced violent
opposition to movie l'l1tings.
"We have too many guides, now,
and tlte Code 1& the hasty prod_
uct of panicked men. The problem lies with the ratings _ one
man's morals aren't another
mans. This Is unjust, but any
such system Is unjust. The point
Is that we are passive. 'Tell me
what I should take my child to
see: There should be only one
rating - x - and the rest should
be left to the 'eye of the beholder: Often a fifteen year old
person can take more than
many people fifty years old."
Road to Stardom
Later, she offered her views
on how to become a star.
"Michael Caine in The Ipcreu
FlIe and Terrancce stamp in
The CoDeclor both came out
(CoatID.uecl OD
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This Side of Paradise
By COLIN HILEY
FOR WHAT IT IS WORTH

Four years wasted - he thought. He stepped down the stalI'll
carefully, aware that a few thousand eyes were on him. He walked
over to where he supposed his parents were seated While hie eyes
moved up and down the rows of people his ears pricked to a move.
ment behind hIm. Before he turned, two hands cupped his chin
while lipstick lips planted a sloppy k1s6 on his cheeks. A voice
.poke through the lips and said, "Db son, this has got to be the
happiest day of my life." ''That goes for me too, son," his father'.
strong voice boomed.
He couldn't look up - everyone must be watching. His face
1tushed red before he glanced in front of him. Everyone in the
audience appeared to be enthralled with the diploma presentation
on the stage. The voice boomed again, '"that scroll In your hand
means a lot son - you can go anywhere and do anything you do,
anything you damn well please."
He felt his face redden again - now that he had It In his
hand, his diploma, it became his most despicable possession. It
just wasn't worth it. All that time and studying couldn't be worth
It. What did he know besides a bunch of incoherent facts '! S0mething had to be missing if he could so readily dismiss four long
hard years.
The nut years had been pleasant enOl:gh. There had been a
certain gratiftc:ation in attaining honors. Placed on the pedestal
as he was by his friends, parents and relatives he rewed be
could never let himself falloff. Wake up, eaL study, classes, eat,
study and sleep passed the weeks by. His friends seemed to understand that be couldn't mess around on the weekends. Of course
there had been exceptions - those times at the New York bars.
There was a lot of llte to be seen at those places. The places were
always stereotyped - dark, noisy and blaring music. He was surprised to see a lot of kids at school at these places. Some of the
quietest guys In the school were there. Put a few beers fD them
and they forgot all their inhibitions. slapped you on the back as
though they had known you all their lives or they b.1.bbl,'<! .:1
coherently about certain professors or school. They'd point out the
good looking girls and say "watch this" as if they were going to
walk over, swoop the girl in their anns and walk out with her.
Instead the girls would say "take a walk obnoxious one:' Then
they would stand around and be sarcastle trying to build up Injured pride. It was all innocent fun and he. had enjoyed it but he
couldn't forget his obligation.
Right now he was disgusted with thinking about anything.
What had brought up these strange thoughts. All he wanted to do
right now was get out of this graduation garb and take some time
off. This wasn't possible - he would be getting some pretty important mall next week.
It had happened sooner than he thought it could have _ that
Uncle Sam greeting. The train had pulled away from the station
and he remembered his father's strong handshake and his mother's
tears. It seemed he was tossed into traIning camp and onto the
battlefield before he had time to worry about thinking again.
The Cong stood hidden by long, green vines. He raised his
arms and pointed the Iron rod at the youth. A loud pop and smoke
could not be seen by the unsuspecting detail. They scrambled for
cover at the noise not noticing the tan one who had falIen, blood
~ng trom his chest.
The wake was quiet. School trlends and relatives viewed the
Ibody In the coffin and whispered condolences to his mother and
father. 'The mother stood in sllent agony when her frlend squeezed
ber hand and whispered, "he tried so hard." As the woman moved
by to the boYs father she thought she'd heard the bltter vol~ NY
"it wun't worth It"

MOVE 'fM IN

Letters to the Editor
Grassroots Support
To the editor.
Reading last week's editorial, "TIme
to Ratify Reality", was both surprising
and encouraging. It proved to me that
there are some people still left who can
see the absurdities of the present laws,
and who have the courage to say something about them. Modes of thinkin&:
concerning antiquated Jaws and systems
must be brought up to date, if a p0ssible bright future can be realized.
'Ibe Editorial Board of WVOF supports
your forward looking ideas and has high
hopes that we may realize reality

soon.

SiDcerely,
Douglu MeDa{l:b
EdItorial Maaager of WVOF

• • •

The Club's Crisis
To the editor,
The cUITent adventures of the Flli.rlie1d
Football CIub should raise questions
within the University Community. In
quantity and In quality, certainly, the
attendance at the opening game against
Fordham indicates the need for drastic
change or re-thinldng. Since they have
DOt. been supported should not the Foot·
ball Club investigate whether they are
supportable? U even they are willing to
endure the physical and psychological
wounds of playing with the feeble cheen
of the faculty, the administration and
their fellow sludents, should they be permitted to continue their suicidal exist·

ence with Student Government funds'!
As a graduate student at Fordham
University I witnessed the creation of
that University's highly successful club
program. Football had sutricient support
from the student body during its growing
days just as it has now while Fordham
is "number one". It was sponsored by
the Rugby Club and today Fordham
Rugby does not compete during the
autumn with Football _ Fordham Rugby
has not killed Fordham Football. The
opposite has surely been the case at
FaIrfield and the events of September Z1,
1969 should make this fact painfully
evident.
Should the Fairfield Rugby Club sacrllice itself? Should the Fairfield Student
Body saerice themselves'! Should not
Football be sacrificed?
&.v.

'amM

Toastmaster's Club
Last year a new club was introduced
to Fairfield University. It is not a social
Interest group although its aims are
for a better society. The primary person Involved is you, the member.
University Toastmasters, which is a
charter member of Toastmasters International and which is affiliated with
some 3500 other clubs throughout the
world. is a lite-time organization whose
sole purpose is "for better listening,
thinking, speaking". We stress communication in our club, and strive for excellence in speaking. Through a program
paced to our own needs and desires we
become familiar with the art of public
spca.kin&:; with the art of listening. For
each member, at one time or another,
provides a constructive evaluation of the
meeting; and with parliamentary p~
cedure, for we each conduct a meeting
in order to develop our leadership abilities. To learn more of this dub for men
on the move, {or the man woo Is preparing himself for a better future, come
to the meeting tonight. Time and place
will be posted.
Jlm LoriDc

• • •

Mail From The Front
"Has anybody here seen Regis Hall?"
Congratulations to the security and
maintenance men of Regis Donn. If one
happens to find his room through all the
garbage. he will be lucky to lind it with
all his belongings still intact. Last week
(week of the 20th) two stereos, one television set, one tape deck and two check·
books suddenly disappeared. (01ecks
have been cashed). Desplte these disappearances Mr. Krell bas done apparenUy nothing. He Is willing to change
locks but be replaces them with other
master key locks. It's nice to change
locks but since at least four rooms have
had things disappear it would seem
someone has a master key, and the
change of locks would be useless. It
could be that any Stags who don't want
their valuables to disappear should put
their own locks on the doors.

8lDcerely,
Boa 8eJunldt
lIIlk• ....."
P.S. One of the co-authors who incidenta.l1y lost his checkbook, also lost

what little money he had remalnlng on

Yoars lilncerely,

the broken washing machines in Regis

M. Mwpby, s..I.

dorm while

washin&: his clotbes.
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Academics: The Chairman Speaks
Reprinted elsewhere in this issue is a copy of a letter sent to the
general faculty and members of the Tri-partite Council on the stationery of the philosophy department. The Stag feels this letter was
in poor taste, and ought not to have been written.
First of all, the letter was an indirect insult to the faculty. Long
since used to telling students to "be patient" and to "work within the
system," they have established machinery to reform the school on
their terms: the Core Curriculum revision committee. The Chairman
and his philosophy department, outvoted in that committee, have
exhibited a classic case of sour grapes. The essence of the letter is
that, at a juncture when virtually every department is jettisoning old,
"essential" requirements - History has dropped its entirely, Theology is applauding its cutback - The Chairman's department is insisting that the rest of the faculty regard its discipline as a sacred cow
and allow it twice their number of requirements, for reasons no more
cogent than their old abandoned ones.
Second of all, The Chairman and his department relied on unsound reasoning.
1. ult is a function of a traditionally liberal arts institution to
sustain an able PhiioaGphy Department of quite varied interests." Not
the way we do. The Curriculum Committee investigated competitive
schools - Catholic, non-Catholic denominational, private, state and found no respectable institution requiring more than six credits.
Their departments were as good or better than ours. For this reason,
the committee's philosophy department representative ultimately suggested that philosophy requirements be lowered from 9 to 6 credits.
2. UStudents upon entering a university have no background in
philosophy and can have little idea of what work in it will amount to
... Our program for philG'aophy majora would be effectively destroyed.

War And Peac e:
Moratorium Day

if the appropriate variety of philosophy courses wer'e not to be maiDtained."
The Chairman's department implies here, as he has in the past,
that the Fairfield student arrives here unable to think for himself,
and will not major in philosophy - indeed, will not even voluntarily
take a second year of it - unless he is forced to do so. His attitude
to the student belongs 20 years in the past, as any faculty teaching
the Class of 1973 will verify, and if a student will not take those
extra six credits of philosophy unless he has to, why then !'.hould be
have to? If The Chairman's personnel is as good as he insists, caD
they not attract their share of majors over the course of 6 credits?
Since Fairfield has barely a dozen majors now. is it possible each
llchool finds its level of them and so have we? With the department
so small, is it conceivable that its number of core requirements do not
determine its size at all" Is it not true that philosophy courses represent an academic cattlt:. drive for all but a handful who take them?
Will reduction to six credits hurt the University at large, or just
philosophy's special privileges?
Third, The Chairman's department is clearly playing psychological warfare and power politics. Various influential faculty are concerned that the core committee's recommendations. and particularly its
prospective plan to have them take immediate effect in all classes. will
pass the Tri-partite Board only over united Administration opposition,
and then run into a Dean's veto which would run directly counter to
the new machinery and force a confrontation dwarfing the 1969 Spring
Uprising. It "one quarter of the Department is new this fall term"
and The Dean regulates hiring. then the implication seems to be that
The Dean is already prepared to fight, has enlisted as "his ally the
faculty's most tenacious and vocal Chairman, and that the hirings
represent anticipatory prevention of immediate reduction of philosophy levels.
In closing, this should be noted: uWe can aflinn, 6nt, that onl,.
on the basis of a substantial core requirement CAn we maintain a fac.
ulty adequate to offer . . . diversified electives . . • We CAn aflinn,
second, that only on the basis of our being able to offer a considerable
variety of electives can we maintain the excellence of faculty needed
•.. (for) core courses." Now, we might be missing something, but
those two arguments seem to be the simple reverse of each other. It
is almost as if the author of these sentences never, in the course of his
education, picked up the ability to communicate logically and directly.
Perhaps he wasted his time on too much philosophy.

..... _.~..........G

The Stag will comment in detail on the complex subject of the
Vietnamese war next week, but for now we wish to make it clear that
we favor the concept and programs of the October 15 Vietnam
Moratorium.
Student opinion, overwhelmingly for peace, is certainly changed
from February, 1967. when The Stag upbraided a band of peace
fasters. Yet some students are a little shy about identifying publicly
with a leftist cause. We urge them for one day to forget fearing one's
neighbor's motives, and realize bipartisan, mainstream Americans,
even old hawk Richard Nixon, see the necessity of an early peace.
Stalemated wars, at least, nobody needs to fight.
Faculty we urge to hold no classes. Some teachers, against the
war on principle, insist on holding them for personal reasons. We
remind them that "no business as usual" is the objective, and every
class held hurts the cause of peace. The issues of war, peace, life, and
death dwarf academic routines. Others are repelled by activism but to leave the classroom for this one day is a human, not a political
or social, gesture.
We ask the Administration to take the lead and declare a holiday. There is some question whether this will be done, because
"equal-time" provisions for pro-war elements are not built in. Their
counterdissent is necessary, but the nuances of free speech are such
that "equal-time" in this case would not assure counterdissent but
prevent sufficient dissent. Other schools, like Columbia, have not insisted on "equal-time"; it would be ridiculous for Fairfield to do so.
In an era when "politicizing" of the universities has been carried out
more effectively by the Department of Defense than by SD8, it would
bear great witness for the entire Community to hold "no business as
usua)" on the 15th.
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But Take It
By BOB ELLIS

"WhoM tryint" to tune AU the bells thu I rlnc"
The split In SOS during this past surruner has made it fairly
clear that that amorphous something called the New Left is and
has been splintering. Students for a Democratic SocietY has
broken up into what are now officially known as the Progresslv;;Labor Party and the Revolutionary Youth Movement. Strongly
ideological. Progressive Labor draws from a kind of Maoist clan
analysis. For Ihe most part its .members are clean-cut, serious,
firmly devoted, and not too much fun to be with. "Their people"
are all the people _ blue, black, green, white, yellow, red. Tactics
employed by PL to gain the peoples' suppo" range from organizing rent strikes to holding beer parties for striking truck drivers.
Revolutionary Youth, on the other hand, holds commerce only
with those "oppressed peoples who are struggling against all forms
of capitalism and imerialism." Their tour de force is oration and
theatre. Righ now they're practicing karate, printing a verboSe
and boring news weekly, preparing for their October 8 to 11 anniversary disruption of Chicago, and backing any minority proposal
they hear about whether their assistance is asked for or not. For
the most part they have relegated their role as revolutionaries to
thai of cheerleaders for the oppressed of the Third World and
America. In many ways It's unfortunate that one of the chief
agents that forced America to recognize Its megalomania and seU·
~ightcousncss had to end up drowning in the same soup. By trying
to prove that the chicken in the broth Is dead, SOS has forgotten
all about the mock turtle,
Seriousness started to creep slowly into the bloodstream of
the New Left. Its first taste of It was the 1967 march on the Pen·
tagon. Then came a victory at Colwnbia. And a defeat at Chicago.
And a tie at People's Park In Berkeley. And through hundreds of
other political and social arteries such as ROTC, Black Panthers,
dope busts, and trials for conspiracy. Last year the New Left
shifted its emphasis from the liberation and freedom enjoyed by
a couple hundred people liVing together inside Columbia's Law
Library during the prevlow Spring's uprising to a street fighting
seriousness Identified with dubs, mace, broken skulls, and pigs.
For some time It made sense; one had to be serious If he was
going to win. But then the rhetoric took on a reality of Its own,
and seriousness turned to silliness.
Actions taken this summer and fall only reinforce the proof
of this silliness. At the SOS convention this sununer the spIlt
took place among fistflghts and catcalls: One faction, when they
didn't get their way, walked out on the conference taking all the
mailing lists and revenue. For the next two months each side
accused th~ other of being either Stalinist or Trotskyite, depending on which was pragmatically more disgraceful at the time.
Then there was a review of "Easy Rider" in "Rat:' one of the
better New York underground publications. "Rat" looked at the
movie with the eyes of Agnew and the subtlety of Proccacio.
Essentially they said that living llke the motorcycle heroes of
the movie wouldn't work: they pointed out that selling hard dope
Is bad and that socially and politically unengaged freedom is
unreal. Lastly there Is the SOS guerilla actlm in Chicago. To
"bring the war home" the Revolutionary Youth Movement plans
lots of trouble for Chicago during October 8 to 11. What they
plan to do no one can really say, nor can anyone say whether
their fiasco-oriented scheme will end in seriousness, silliness,
or sadness.
At any rate what can be gathered from all this friction is
that crazies do exist, but they've lost most of us.And while most
of us who are not mature enough to appreciate Lawrence Welk
or MontovanJ ean sympathize arid understand how the crazies
got where they are, we cannot join them. One war is already too
much, and that's on the other side of the world. To most of us
rank Is rank whether that of a four star radical or a green beret.
And missionary Is missionary whether they plan to set up ldngdom come in heaven or on earth. Plus to be missionary means
to convert the savages and cure them of their bad habits. And
if there Is anything none of us want to quit, nonetheless cure,
if it's our habib.

Anyone interested in working for
THE STAG should contact Pat
Long in Regis 101 or call 259-6624.
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October 15th Moratorium Day
(Conllnued from Pa.,;e 1)
schools, since each university
has its own schedule of events
for the daytime.
At 10 Wednesday morning, a
rally wlll be held On the Cam·
pus Center patio. Members of
the administration, faculty, and
student body will briefly speak
on various aspects of the war.
This session will last from one
to one and a half hours. A silent
vigil will then take place for
roughly one half hour, followed
by a lunch break.
At 1:30 the main speech will
be given. The speaker as yet
has not been conflnned.. Immediately following this there will
be a mass march into Fairfield
Center. However. this mass
march Is contingent upon a per·
mit being obtained from the
City of Fairfield. If a permit

cannot be gotten~ the assem·
blage will be Instructed to pn>
reed in small groups to Fair
field and Bridgeport and Sp:!ak
on street comers about the war
and have petitions to be signed.
Leaflets will also be passed out
to commuters at the train stations that morning. Throughout
the day Iisls of war dead will
be read aloud on campus and
in town. The program will remain as fiexible as possible.
At 7, Wednesday evening a
mass rally will be held at the
Sacred Heart football field for
members of the six universities
previously mentioned. There
will be speakers once again
from each university with a
concert ~o follow.
This singie day moratorium
is directed on a national level to

prepare for a two day moratorium in November and three
days in December. However, on
the local levels there has been
a minlrnwn of outside influence.
Aside from original idea and
various suggestions, all events
for the moratorium are planned
solely by the Individual unive....
sities and other institutions.
Basic outlines and goals have
been supplied by the national
movement whose headquarters
are in Washington, D.C.
The movement wu originally
conceived as a strike by blue
and white collar workers to be
joined by students. This effort
Is to make Americans realize
what etfects the war is having
on each individual. This includes
the wasting of American llves
In a senseless war.
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Music

By PAT LONG

1 should have known it - just when I was about to give up on the Beatles as
irrevocably lost to their own hangups, they come up with a great album which
should rank right up there with "Revolver" and "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band."
"Abbey Road" which was released last Thursday is a long
album crammed with sixteen
different melodies and clOSe}!
with an impressive fifteen minute medley of nine songs which
if nothing else, showcases McCartney and Lennon's exceptional and varied song-writing
abilities.
The .albwn marks a return

to the days of "Revolver" and
"Rubber Soul" when the Beatles
were simplier and without the
excesses found on their last
double-album release. The I r
"Get Back" album scheduled
for Christmas release was actually recorded before this one
and It marks an Interesting re-

Future Of Movie Industry
(COIltlnued from Page 3)
about the same time. Michael
Caine tried to be a star and
made five pictures in one year.
Well. where Is he row? Terrance Stamp was more selective
and has only made three or
four movies in several years.
Presently, he has a good part
in a new picture, Spirit of the
Dead,"

Frank Perry also commented on stars. He said that they

arc not dead but the star sys.tem
la dead, Stars will no
longer get millions when writers
get less than ten percent of a

movies earnings. The stars' control of the Industry is diminishIng.
Miss CrIst also commented on
adapting films for television.
She observed that good tUrns on
T.V. don't suffer. The rotten
films Improve because they are
segmented by splendid commercials. The mediocre films either
fall to pieces or come out better.
Mr. Beveridge then concluded
that the college generation,
through its interests In movies,
Is helping to develop the meat
and meaning In tUrns.

tregression. "Get Back" really
does seem to get back, almost
to the very early BeaUes and
even includes "One A t t e r
909" a song which Lennon wrote
In 1959. With "Abbey Road"
the Beatles seem to be making
the same kind of music they
did during the ''Rubber SoulRevolver" era and It would be
really astonishing it their next
album bas a S~. Pepper sound.
The level ol musicianship on
the recording is excellent. In
fact. Ringo's drwnmlni is so
good that one wonders it it is
really Ringo. Paul continues to
play some of the most innovative and tasteful bass lines in
rock and Lennon's iUitar work
on "I Want You (She's So
Heavy)" is the best that he
has ever recorded.
George Harrison has clearly
left his Indian music far behind him and hIs two compositions on this album "Something" and "Here Comes The
Sun" are bot h solid songs.

Even good old Ringo has come
a c r 0 s s with an enchanting
children's song, "OCtopus Gar·
den," which can only be described as pure Ringo.
"Abbey Lane" which was
named after the BeaUes favorite recording studio in Landon is an extremely enjoyable
album and "a splendid time
Is guaranteed for all" who
listens to it.
In fact, the only complaint
I can find with the album Is
its packaging. For some reason the record costs $5.98 In
stead of the usual $3.99 and
the albwn jacket Is very nimsy.

However, this Is probably Capitol Records fault and not the
BeaUes.
As David Crosby of Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young said at
their recent concert at Fillmore,
"The BeaUes new album is
probably the best that they
have ever done and we think
that they're still Number 1."
LIVE IF YOU WANT IT:
Friday and Saturday - Brooklyn Academy of Music - The
Band; Fillmore East - Vanilla
Fudge, Aum, Dr. John, the
Night Tripper; Saturda1 Crosby, Stills, Nash and Youn&
at New Haven Arena.

BIGGER THAN WOODSTOCK?
Well not exactly ! ! !
Last year over 80,000 college
students passed through our doors.

•

THE 42 CLUB

420 Central Avenue
Scarsdale, New York

2 New Showcase Stage With 2 Bands Every Saturday Night
New
81.50
Oct.
Oct.

entertainment schedule
for non-members
8, 10, 11 Gashouse Kids
15, 17, 18, The Chains

------------Present this Stag Ad for Free Admission on any Wed. or Sat. night on
above listed dates.

-------------

Directions; Conn. Tpke. to Interstate
287 to exit 5 to ramp take left and
left turn onto Route 119 and follow
119 to County Center make right
turn onto Central Ave. 3 miles on
left.
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Fairfield Beach Posts Crucial
12-0 Victory On L ate Scores
B)' GARY ""ARZOLLA

As Intramural Football moved into Its second week, the
Fairfield Beach team and the
boys from New Oorm 3 took
over first place in their ~spec
tive leagues. The Beach, al.
though being seve~ly tested by
the PKT Fraternity, managed
to break through for two late
scores in rolling to a 12-0 victory. Almost identically, the
frosh from Loyola 3 threw a
sea~ into ND3 before the juniors rallied to win by the same
IU> margin.
In the Beach game, the ·fra·
ternity men held their opponents
in check until the final minutes
of the game. The Beach scored
on two short touchdown passes
from QB Greg Kelly to flanker
Larry Maher. Meanwhile, ND3
working out of a straight "'I'''
formation, used the effective
running of Dave Closter to whip
the frash of 1.3.
In the American League, a
key contest was played between
NDI and the DSP fraternity.
The Delta Sigs ojened the game
In high fashion as QB Chuck
Dombeck hit his ace flanker
Larry Dunn with a 6Q..yard
scoring strike on the second
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c.A PauJist

play of the game. But the rest
of the afternoon was spent in
futile frustration for the DSP
boys as QB Joe Maher led his
ND1 team to a quick TD as
he hit end Tom Thielebeule In
the end zone. The game ended
In a 6-6 tie as DSP scored twice
more, only to have the tallies
called back due to penalties.
Also in the American League,
the "Pit" from R4 beat the BAK
team 6-0. The old boys from
last year's line G2 team were
led by the quarterbacking of
Fran Neary and the catching of
"Boston" O'Connor. But in R4's
other game, the 1..2 frosh held
them to a scoreless tie.
Rounding out the American
League, Rl forfeited to G1, and
RI once again forfeited to 1..2,
thus removing RI from further
competition. The only other
game that was played in this
league was between R2 and the
BAK. Unfortunately, neither
captain reported the game in.
So, just a reminder to the respective team captains - that
If you wish recognition In The
Stag, you must submit a brief
summary of your game to Gary
Marzolla (Box 1770, ND 222)
not later than Thursday night

•

By IOHN YAHNER
The day you won your town
the nee,
We cheered you through tbe
marketpl&ee.
o

0

•

{iDeS
'Porwartl

...IfPt bac1QvatiJ

But apathy doesn't seem to
atfect the Stag harriers. They
now post a respectable 2-2 record. With victory belonging to

Vocation Director

epauJist ,,p
Path e'e)
Room 100
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

plays.
In the National League, a
surprisina:ly strong frosh team
from C2, and a darkhorse
"sleeper" from ND2 are battling
for second place behind the
Beach. C2, by way of five interceptions, copped their second
victory in as many starts as
they defeated G3 by a 6-0 sco~.
The lone touchdown of the game
was tallied via a pass interception by Kenny Jacques. Prefect
Ed Boucher kept C2's deefnse
strong by picking olr two G3
aerials.
ND2, meanwhile, led by the
pass catching of Billy ''No
Knees" Frees, Jim "No Hands"
Sullivan, and "Spider" Lock.
wood, rolled over the LI frosh
18-0 and the G2 fresh 15-0. The
ND2 displayed some fine defense and a very potent offense,
which is aided at times by the
dubious, yet always reliable,
play of Joe "Snagglepuss" Sindt.
Rounding out the National
League, ND4 tJed C4 by a 6-a
score, and then R3 beat the
same C4 team 2-0. In both
games, C4 deserved victory, but
had to settle for a tie and a
loss In the last few moments
of each game.

October Sports Schedule

......... ............
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10 Iona (Night)
IS St. Peter's
25 Scranton
0

0

Away

Hom.
Away
0

RUGBY
Away
11 Old Blue
11 Eastern Collea:late
Invitational
Princeton
IS Old Maroon
Home
Hom.
I' Manhattan
25 M.I.T.
Away

• •

11

0

BASEBALL
Fall Baseball
Cassie (3)

All those students In ler·
ested in trying out for the
varsity tennis team should
attend practice today at 3:30
at the University courts.
Freshmen are eligible and
all are welcome.
the team which scores the least
number of points the Stags have
outrun Sacred Heart (20-42)
and New York Tech (25-30)
while losing to Marist (32-25)
and Southern Connecticut.
Junior captain Mark O'Oona·

Stag Golfers Take
3d In Tournament
By DAVID DILEO
The Fairfield University golf
team, coached by the Rev.
James Ring, S.J., finished In
third place in the first annual
Pace College Invitational Golf
Tournament. The linksmen are
presently in a rebuilding stage
after the loss of six seniors
from last year's fine team which
won the New England and Connecticut Intercollegiate tournaments and placed third in the
Metropolitan.
This year's team is led by
senior co-captains Jim Andrews
and Dave DiLeo, the only returning men from last year's
squad. However, Coach Ring
has found a fine golfer, sophomore Jim Strektus, who finish-

ed second In the Individual competition at Pace.
After a sloppy first round of
85, Strekfus fired two fine
rounds ot 74 and 73 and just
missed catching Greg ZOrilla of
Pace for the individual title.
Even with Strekfus' fine effort
the Fairfield team finished well
behind the first place New Haven College combine.
This Saturday the Iinksmen
will play in the E.C.A.C. tournament at the Rutgers Golf
Course In New Brunswick, N.J.
If Strekfus can keep up his hot
pace and junior Joe Magdalenski comes through with a good
round, the Stags may be able
to upset the favored Rutgers
team which won this event last
year on its home course.

•••

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

Yale

11

New Haven, Clark

I' Bridgeport
IS St. Peter's
25

Hom.
Hom.
Away
Away

Assumption

• •

0

SOCCER

S Momnouth
11

Hom'

sese

A~y

IS Paterson State
21 Eastern Conn.
23 New Haven
25 Marlst
29 eese

Away
Away
Away

Home

Hom.

Stag Nine Drops
2 To New Haven
By FRANK ARMADA
New Haven took both ends
of a doubleheader, 6-2 and 2-1
from the Fairfield baseball
Stags on October 4th at New
Haven.
The Stags scored. first In the
top-half of the opening frame.
With two down, centerfielder
Stan Norman doubled to drive
in catcher Tom Finch who
reached base on a single. First
baseman Bob Dillon followed

Harriers Split Four Meets;
Coach Giaquinto Pleased

The hell we did. The only
on lookers at a cross country
meet are the coaches: and the~
is a limit to the excitement they
can generate.

Time never stlnds still - Ind
neither does I Paulist.
Issues Ire raised, connicts appear and the world changes, but
the Paulist is alwlYS part of the
Dew ... blending the best of
the old with the hope and promise of the future.
Because one of the major char.
acteristics of the Paulist is his
abilily to cope wilh, and ~'el
come, change, he's better able
to meet the needs of modern
man: he uses his own talents
to work for Christ and is given
the freedom 10 do so.
lf you've given thought to the
priesthood, find out more about
the order that never Slands still.
Write today for an illustrated
brochure and a summary of
our recent Renewal Chapter
Guidelines.
Write to:

of every week which the team
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hue and two f~shmen, Gene
Mulvaney and Bob Kunces,
have been the main contributors in the two victories. Bob
Pontone and Greg Brown have
been the trio's most avid "fol·
lowers."

One wonders why any sane
individual would start running
twelve miles a day in the Au·
gust heat, and continue such
madness Into the cold winds ol
late November. Coach Nicholas
Giaquinto and captain 0'0008·
hue gave identical answers when
posed that question: "U's all
personal satisfaction.
Cross
country is an individual sport."
So when the members of the
cross country team stagger
across the finish line, lungs
burning, they don't expect to
see any fanatic Fairfield fans.
It would be nice, but they don't
kid themselves. They would like
to feel they were "giving their
all for good old "F.U.," but
they can't. They run for themselves - and rightfully so.
SInce they started working
out as a team In September
each man has cut one minute
off his time on the challenging
5.3 mile Stag course. Most o(
them are running it in 29 minutes or less. Nonetheless, Coach
Giaquinto says the men are
two weeks off their pace. Who
knows how much they'll im·
prove In two weeks'!' One obviously does not have to worry
about Fairfield's cross country
tearn. They have enough pride
to represent themselves well

with a single to sco~ Norman.
Hank Dunphy started for
Fairfield and pitched three in·
nlngs before giving way to Bob
Gibson in the fourth with none
out and two on. Both baserunners scored. New Haven got
four more runs off Bob Gibson
before he was lifted in the
seventh in favor of Al Gabriel
who finished up.
In the second game the Stags
also scored first. Third baseman
Kevin McKee doubled with one
away. Finch then followed with
a run scoring single. But New
Haven got right back on the
scoreboard in their half of the
first innlng with two big runs
that proved to be the difference.
Bob Gibson started for the
Stags and went all the way. For
New Haven lefthander Bob
Sheehan started and pitched
two innings. Bill Anderson came
in relief to pitch a two-hitter
and get credit for the victory.
Shortstop Ed Wargo and second baseman Bob CaStrignano
excelled in the fteld for the
Stags.
Earlier in the week the Stags
lost a heartbreaker to sacred
Heart University. Pitcher Larry
Smith of Fairfield pitched 8%
inning ot no-hit ball only to
watch his team lose the ball
game In extra innings.
AI Gabriel came in relief In
the 11th inning to give up the
winning run and take the loss.
Sntith struck out eight and gave
up but one hit In the 10 Innings he worked. Ed Wargo
drove in both Fairfield runs
with singles In the 5th and 7th
Innings.
INTRAMURAL
PLAYER

OF

~Y

THE

WEEK

MAHER

Fa.Jrileld Beacb
Not only did Larry catch
the two TO passes thrown
to him by QB Greg Kelly to
secure a 12.0 Beach victory,
but he made a most unbelievable catch on a fourth
and 12 situation late In the
game, just when it looked as
If the PKT was going to at
least tie the Beach. The catch
kept the Beach going, and
the drive was climaxed by
Larry's fine catch In the end
zone of a Kelly strike. After
an Interception, Larry caught
another Kelly aerial tor a
TD and, as usual, Larry
played an outstandina: lame
defensively.
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By BILL WARNKEN

By .JOSEPH VALElUO
Sports Ed.ltor

". lived with him for two
years and I have nothing but
bad things to say about him."
Such was the chiding comment,
spoken in jest by Frank Santulli, in reference to his roommate of two years. John Quinlan Murphy. The Fairfield Rugby Football Club, however, has
nothing but good things t~ say
about "Q," who -for four years
has been a defensive standout
at wing forward in the serum
which he now captains.
The 5-8 senior picked up his
initial knowledge of the game
from a feilow Newport, Rhode
Island resident. Gary Kirwin
(class of '69), who penuaded
Q. to come out for the spring
season in 1967. While Murphy
has contributed much to rugby
football at Falrfl.eld, he Is quick
to note that Rugby has given
much In return: "Being scrum
captain for three years I've
come In contact with many
people - about 135 guys come
out for Rugby. Just working
with all these people has taught
me a lot."
Difficult Goal
This year John has set as
his goal an undefeated season.
(The Ruggers are 2-0 with their
most recent win over Westchester by a score of 5-{l last
Saturday). There are many ~
stacles In the way, not the least
of which will be this weekend's
Eastern Collegiate Rugby invitational Tournament at Princeton in which such powers as
Holy Cross, Rutgers, Princeton,
and Pennsylvania will be entered. Q. expects Penn and Rutgers
to be the toughest clubs. The
Cross, whom the Stags bested
12-0 last Fall, will be no pushover either.
If the "Big Red" can pass

through the tournament unscathed, Murphy is next concerned with the Manhattan
Touring Team, which thwarted
last year's bid for an unblemished record. Q. rates them as

Athletic Prostitution

Q. MURPHY (Smith Photo),

probably the best in the nation
and notes that they'll be at their
sharpest when we play them at
home on Nov. 8 in Fairfield's
last Fall game. The Manhattan
club has toured as far as Japan
In earning their top-billing.
EnJo)·. Traveling
Q. is no stranger to traveling. Having had his appetite
whetted by the Rugger's Ber-muda trips, he struck out last
summer on a trip through Europe - touching France, Switzerland, Germany, England, and
Wales. The trip was not without its excitement. Early in his
trip Q. was spending a night
at St. James Park opposite
Buckingham Palace ("of course
• had to bum it in high rate
areas only," quips Q.) when his
wallet was pilfered. John then
took a $4 per-day potat<rplcking
job in Wales, which turned OUI
to be a blessing in disguise.

Q. played some rugby with

some Welshmen he met and
managed to arrange a Spring
trip to Wales for the Rugby
Club, replacing the traditional
Bermuda jaunt Q. Is anxious
to play in Wales but cautions:
'~er there Rugby 1$ the biggest sport and in Wales they'lJ
do anything to beat you: If
they're losing, lhey may end up
killing someone." The team will
be housed by the Welsh clubs
but must raise $200 per man
for round trip plane fare. Since
3540 men may go, Q. is count_
ing on a healthy Student Government stipend as well as suc.cessful shirt sales, T.V. raffles
and a post-Christmas fund-raising drive.
When he graduates in June,
the Marketing Major will follow
the urge to travel again - this
time to Spain and Morocco. If
the Fairfield Rugby Club wants
to honor (and protect?) Q. how
about a few traveler's checks '1

Rugby
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playing Dr. Joseph Grassl.
Westchester did nothing but
throw its weight around In the
second half. Apparentiy this
team composed mostly of semIpro ball players who had not
worked out a running attack
because its backfield had not
one substantial gain. The Red
Ruggers' defense was sparked
by Yarros playing his first game
on the "A" squad in the backfield. Bill Connolly also did a
fine job before throwing a scare
Into his teammates when he Injured his knee and he stayed in.
Il was lucky for the Red Ruggers he did: Curt Schlleting was
hurt minutes later In the game.
The ruggers spent some time
on the 25-yard line but were
unable to score.
Although Westchester was
big, the Red Ruggers should
have walked all over them.
Once Fairfield's backfield coordinates Itself better the ruggers
should be potent. Q. Murphy
was a little disappointed in the
game's action and classified it
as a "blah" game.

There's no sense denying it - basketball is the
number one sport at Fairfield University. But ever
since the gallant Red Ruggers knocked off the nation's
third ranked rugby team, Columbia Old Blue, 14-5,
last Fall, radical students began chanting that rugby
would indeed surpass basketball as the premier sport
on the Connecticut campus, Then these. same students
gave their full support to "Lynam's Losers," otherwise
known as the basketball team, Cynicism grew rampant
as the cagers dropped 16 of 26 games. The ruggers
were our new heroes, supposedly, when they came
within a hair of an undefeated Spring season. But while
rugby might very well flourish at Fairfield, basketball
will operate with its hands tied behind its back. Basketball is a mere "sport" under the structure of Fairfield University. On the other hand, though, rugby is
only a "club," and, at its best, a very efficient one. The
ruggers are not directly affiliated with Fairfield University but basketball is and that may be their undoing.
Each Fal! the athletic department passes out their
shiny little red schedules and, invariably, students turn
to the cage section and try to figure out how their
Stags will make it to the NCAA. Only the most pessimistic student will settle for a post season bid to that
lowly tournament. the N.I.T. But does anyone ever
stop to think what Fairfield University has to offer to
the Lew Alcindors and Rick Mounts. Of course not.
That would be too rational. Well it's about time people
got rational and objective around here,
The Administration of this institution prides itself
that there are no "jock" courses here. Do these same
heads pride themselves when the Stags lose one game
after another as one potentially good player after another repeatedly flunks out of this academic shrine? I
think not. This is the crux of the problem.
Self-Sacrifice and Hard Practice

First of all, the athletic director, George Bisacca,
is only allowed to have 16 players in school at one time
on basketball scholarships. This is far from a gaudy
figure for a power like UCLA or North Carolina oper·
ates on a budget at least twice that size. Then comes
the biggest problem - academics. If a person is to
excel! in anything, be it sports or theology, they must
properly apply themselves. This means self-sacrifice
and hard practice. Hence, the scholar may spend up to
six hours a day in the library but the athlete can only
spend two-to-three hours on the hardwood each day.
Then the weary athlete must return to his studies, Obviously he is at a disadvantage for he cannot be as mentally alert as the scholarly bookworm. So what does
he get for his reward? A low grade but perhaps a
newspaper clipping. The athlete pays a high price for
his evening of stardom and it may not be worth it. Yet it
is highly ironic to think how the "name" universities
earned their reputation. Remember Notre Dame's
George Gipp and their legendary four horsemen, or the
Fordham Flash, Frankie Frish. Athletics earn great
prestige for universities and also bring in much needed
revenue. A strong athletic program can only help a
college.
But Fairfield is a middle class university. Most of
the 1,600 odd students who attend this Jesuit institution come from hard working middle class families.
Most of their parents just want to see their sons graduate with a tidy little degree and a satisfactory moral
code. There is nothing wrong with this, but a school like
Fairfield has no business playing the schedule it does if
the Administration does not intend "to look the other
way" in dealing with their basketball players, A perennial power like South Carolina could care less if a student took five courses with five easy teachers, Fairfield
is not a Yale or a Harvard and it never will be, Fairfield
will be, at its zenith, a respectable, average institution
of higher learning, If the Stags want a play the top basketball powers in the nation they should allow their
students to take courses which would assure their satisfactory academic attainment provided these same students attend all their classes and hand in their assignments on time. If Fairfield University will not realize
this they should revert back to a more moderate schedule. After all, what's the sense of going 10-16 with the
best in the nation when you can win 20 games against
mediocre competition like the Stags did in the '50's.
Bisacca and Head Coach James Lynam operate with
their backs to the wall. They deserve a fair chance if
they are to survive in this the age of athletic prostitution.

Ruggers Ready For Titanic Games;
Play In Easterns, Battle Old Blues
Blank Westchester,5-0
For 2d Straight Win
By COLIN KILEY
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BREAxAWAY: Joe Sladt break. looile on the f1naJ. play of Ole ant half to seore the pme's onJy
try, Tom Krenn kicked the extra point. as the Stag1I WOII their 8eCond. 5·0 (Smith Photo)

Jaspers Rout Gridders, 35-0;
Fairfield Suffers 2d Shutout
By GARY MARZOLLA
The Fairfield Univenity F~
ball Club once again took the
f1.eld last Saturday afternoon at
Gaelic Park seeking to upset
the Jaspen of Manhattan. Their

efforts were In vain, though, as
the Men in Green scored touchdowns In every quarter, including two In the first, to send the

Stags down to their second
straight defeat by the score of

35-0.
In the back of every player's
mind, and the small handful of
Stag fans, was the hOITor of
last week's brotal 69-0 defeat

to Fordham. Even as the larger
Manhattan team took the field
last Saturday. there was hope
that somehow and someway the
Stags would avert a repeat of
their perfonnance against Ford-

ham.

Although the margin of victory seems quite convincing, It
must be said that the red shlrted
Stags showed a great deal of
Improvement, especially defensively. The reason for their loss
by the margin of 35 points ~as
not so much their Inability to
move the ball offensively, but
Manhattan's ability to tum four
otl'ensive mistakes into touch·
downs. The Stag defense held
the Jaspers In check on the first
two series of downs. But It was
their Inability to cover punts
that set up the first score for
Manhattan. On the following
kickoff, Willie Mraz couldn't
find the handle running back
the ball, and he fumbled it as
he was hit and the Jaspers recovered. On the very next play,
halfback Ray Brooks squirted

through and around the Stag
defense on a nifty 25-yard touchdown run. Brooks, a graduate
of Fordham Prep, was a thorn
in the side to the Stags all
afternoon.
Schultz Intercepted

Trailing 14~, the Stags seemed to regroup as they showed
signs of life in the second quarter. Unfortunately, QB Frank
Schultz threw a third down pass
Into the waiting arms of Jasper
defensive end Tom carpenter,
who intercepted the ball and
scooted down the sidelines for
15 yards and another Manhattan touchdown. The only opportunity to score the O'Toolemen
had was on the last play of the
ftrst half as Mike Kenefick intercepted a Nick Ricci pass In

F.D. U. Shocks Booters, 3-2
By MIKE LEARY
Last Saturday the Stag eleven
once again came up on the short
end of a 3-2 decision. This time
the soccer team lost to Fairleigh Dickinson in Madison.
Once again lack of an offensive
thrust, caused Fairfield to fall
short of victory by only one
goal.
The otl'ense was minus Chip
Mount, the frosh who scored
both loals for the Stags in their
opening game. Jack Monahan,
last year's leading scorer seemed to regain his excellent form.
Monahan and Roland "Stanley

Mafthew,"" Corbin combined for
Fairfield's only goals. Although
Mount Is a doubtful starter to.
day, Fairfield expects Its first
victory of the year.
The defense again was good
allowing only three goals. In
an attempt to shake up his
team, Coach Jim Kuhlman
started his second string goaHe,
Jim Sinnott. Jim, a sophomore,
played an outstanding lame
with 18 legitimate saves.
Weak Offense
The Fairleigh Dickinson
goalie had only two saves for
the sputtering offense managed
only twelve shots on goal, as

compared to 20 by Fairleigh
Dickinson.
Burke Manable played excellently as the defensive center
fullback. The defense, after
containing the offense during
the third period let the winning
goal by in the last quarter.
The soccer team still can't
shake its road club jinx which
saw them win only one away
game last year. Today the Stags
have the home advantage
against Monmouth. However,
next Saturday Fairfield begins
the first of four straight road
games against Southern Conneeticut State College.

his own end zone and made
headway for the opposition's
end zone over 100 yards away.
Unfortunately, Kenefick bump.
ed out of bounds after racing
60 yards down the sidelines.
The Stags looked even better
on defense in the second half,
but a poor Fairfield punt gave
Manhattan excellent field position on Fairfield's 40 late in the
third quarter. QB Ricci wasted
no time as he hit Ray Brooks
with a 42·yard scoring strike.
Manhattan was then held In
check until the last play of the
game as the Manhattan quarterback scored a touchdown
himself on a 2-yard rollout keep.
er to complete the scoring for
the afternoon.
Faee JOlla Friday
One things that must be said Is
that the Jaspers did not overpower or punish the Stags like
Fordham. They just beat Fairfield due to the Stags 0'Nn offensive mistakes. The hard play
of the whole defensive unit,
especially co-captaln John Moriarty, kept the score lower than
It could have been. Fairfield
must play this kind 01 defense
against Iona Friday night in
Mt. Vernon. But somehow
Coach O'Toole and QB Schultz
will have to generate some type
of offense to give the Stags a
chance against the Gaels - a
team they would Ilke to beat so
very much. Iona is a lood team,
but not any powerhouse as they
just nipped Marist last Saturday by a 7-6 SCON!. And as
everyone knows, Marist is a
team which lost to Fordham
51-0 in a scrlnunale.

The Fairfield Red Ruggeri
continued their winning ways
Saturday by defeating the WeSIchester Rugby Club from New
York, 5-0. The "A" Ruggers,
playing before a spirited home
audience racked up their second
victory in the season in as many
games. Whlle It was pretty 0bvious to anyone that Westchester was a bigger, stronger club,
It was not expected that Fair·
field's Red Ruggers would spend
three-quarters 01 the game on
the Westchester 25-yard line.
The Red Ruggers face a
monumental challenge this Saturday. They will send two
teams, one to Princeton for the
Eastern Tournament and another will face the perennial
powerhouse, Col u m b I a Old
Blues. at Central Park In a 1:30
p.m. game. It would take a supernatural feat for the Stags to
win both these contests.
In the opening minutes of the
game the Red Ruggers immediately had trouble defending
their goal. Although the West·
chester team was inside the 25yard line it was unable to score.
The serum was able to get the
ball and a mce kick by Mondo
Flanagan sent the pigskin JIlis.
sile to the ~yard Une elimm.
ating any further Westchester
scoring threat. It was here the
action took place. Fairfield dominated the serum in the lineouts, but the backfleld was unable to move the ball. A good
kick by Q. Murphy seemingly
set up a score but a Westches·
ter foot booted the ball out of
the scoring area. The action
from then on was scrums and
IIneouts - neither team able
to muster any running attack.
Ruggen Threaten
Fairfield spent the last five
minutes of the ftrst half threatening to score. They had close
to ten chances before the score.
Tom King had taken the ball
almost all the way before being
stopped by the Westchester
. wall. Peter Yarros went as far
as the five-yard line before he
was stopped. Again King went
almost as close to the goal line
as possible but no further as
the Westchester men gangtackled him. Chris Galvin was
smothered by the Westchester
scrwn each time he tried to
run. King picked up one of Galvin's kicks but was again stopped, just short of paydlrt. Galvin himself was almost over but
was haltcd.
Finally, dctcrmlned Joe "The
Mount" Sindt picked up his own
kick and went In for the score.
Krenn's faithful toe put the ball
between the crossbar poles.
Thus after about ten chances
Fairfield had scored but the
first half ended with that play.
L ~ VI. Graul
Half-time entertainment was
a tennis match - Palko Lukacs
(CODtinged 011.
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